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electrical substations. The problem is formulated as a mixed-
integer linear programming problem, in terms of the constructive 
characteristics and the peculiar requirements to construct and to 
install the grounding grid.    

The model incorporates the variables that define the grid 
characteristics of all possible configurations including the grid 
geometry and the depth and conductor size. The optimization 
problem is subject to safety constraints related with the maximum 
allowed touching and step voltages. It also includes the equivalent 
impedance of the transmission line connected to the substation 
where it will be located the grounding grid to be designed.     

The methodology allows selecting the optimum grid of the 
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I.  NOMENCLATURE

ΓK  Cost Coefficient associated to “k” size conductor. 
αK Cost Coefficient “α” associated to Accessory cost of 

the conductor with size “k”. 
βK Cost Coefficient “β”associated to Accessory cost of 

the conductor with size “k”. 
χ   Cost Coefficient associated to excavation. 
ψg  Cost Coefficient associated with the “g” rods 

considered in grid design. 
λw  Cost Coefficient associated to “w” complementary 

electrodes used to ground the transmission lines. 
C1

T Cost Coefficient investment associated to the of the 
construction grounding grid. 

C2
T Cost Coefficient investment associated with the 

construction of the grounding transmission line. 
ESTEPi,j,k,g,f,q Step voltage calculated for each grid 

configuration. 
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Epi,j,k,g,f,q Real Variable associated with the calculated Step 
Voltage for each grid configuration  and complementary 
electrode.  

ESTEP
MAX Maximum allowed Step Voltage. 

ETOUCHi,j,k,g,f,q Touch voltage calculated for each grid 
configuration. 

ETOUCH
MAX Maximum allowed Touch Voltage.  

Eti,j,k,g,f,q Real Variable associated with the calculated Touch
Voltage for each grid configuration  and complementary 
electrode.  

Rg Grounding grid resistance 
Xi,j,k,g,f  Integer decision Variable associated with the 

grounding grid installation. 
Yq,w Integer decision Variable associated with the 

installation of the complementary electrodes. 
ZeqLINE Equivalent impedance of the transmission line  
Zeqq,w Equivalent impedance of the complementary 

electrodes  of the transmission line. 
i, j, k, g, f, w integer indices.  

II.  INTRODUCTION

rounding system is one of the most important points
inside the transmission systems and electric power 

distribution design. The main purpose of power system 
substation grounding grids is to maintain reliable operation 
and provide protection for personnel and apparatus during 
fault conditions. Grounding system allows controller 
harmonics and drain to earth the fault currents.  

A good grounding grid design should be able to maintain 
the touch and step voltages inside the substation in permissible 
limits, which are defined based on fibrillation discharge limit. 
Due to the non uniformity of soil and measuring error of soil 
resistivity data and some other factors which cannot be 
considered in simulating calculations, the designed value of 
the grounding system impedance must be checked by the 
measured one after the grounding system is constructed, on the 
other hand, exist any variables that are in many cases 
established for designer. The design methods and simplified 
calculation can originate high construction cost, combining 
high construction and insecure conditions. The appropriate 
design methods minimize time and cost construction and they 
offer great reliability in obtained results [8] [13][16] [17]. 

In this work a mathematical model has been developed, it’ s  
based on grounding system grid design model [16] and 
grounding transmission line model [9] outlines and solve an 
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optimization problem that allows a grounding grid 
configuration selection including geometry, depth and 
conductor size of a universe possible solutions. Additionally 
the model allows selecting a complementary electrodes system 
for transmission line of the feasible solutions space. This 
selection is obtained for the condition of minimum investment 
cost fulfilling system technical and safety constraints (touch 
and step voltage allowed). 

The developed mathematical Model allows elaborating a 
database with all the parameters of the system, including all 
the grid configurations and all possible complementary 
electrodes, outlining a linear mathematical model where the 
decision variables are binary. 

The mathematical problem is solved adequately by means 
of application of linear optimization technique (branch and 
bound) using the commercial platform LINDO [10][11]. 
Touch and step voltage calculation is carried out in conformity 
with the recommended methodology explained in Standard 
IEEE-80 - 2000 [16]. 

The problem associated with the grounding system grid 
construction in substations has been studied by many 
investigators that have looked for to optimize the grid design 
to explain the essential technical problems [1] [2] [3] [4] [14] 
[15] . 

Some investigators have studied  the grounding system 
design problem in search of the more efficient of the best 
behavior grounding system grid, taking in to considerations bi-
stratified and multi-stratified soils [3], induced voltage [5], and 
fault currents [6] [7] among other, establishing some cost-
benefit approaches. 

III.  FIELD OF APPLICATION

The proposed methodology can be used for all  the grid 
geometries considered in the Standard IEEE std. 80-2000 with 
the premises that are indicated in this standard; this is due to 
that this work is coherent with the standard before mentioned 
and the universal optimization techniques of linear 
programming .   

The costs calculations for the different grid configurations 
and the complementary electrodes indicated in outlined 
methodology turns out very simple and can be carried out with 
the help of an Excel Program. In consequence, a data sheet 
that only requires to be upgraded and to be adjusted to the new 
materials cost in each created project.     

The Linear programming technique package LINDO [11], 
is universal, due this the proposed methodology can be 
adapted to other available packages of linear programming 
existed in the market. 

With the base to the above-mentioned, the methodology 
outlined in this paper posse the same application field that the 
IEEE std. 80-2000. 

This paper opens up a route to other investigations 
associated to the topic, due that only linear optimization is 
used. Non-linear optimization would be used take into account 
all variables in the design of non-linear nature as soil 
resistivity, in consequence other programs accessible in the 

market for this purpose would be used .  
Other element interesting for consider is the grounding in 

the course of all the transmission lines considering too 
lightning influence according to local resistivity of the soil.  

Two components of objective function outlined in this 
model are associated to: Grounding grid and the 
complementary electrodes construction cost. 

IV.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

For a given area, different grid configurations can settle 
down with different spacings between conductors varying their 
geometry.  

In the design takes into account the part from the fault 
current that returns to transmission line that feeds to the 
substation.   

For the given characteristics of the grounding grid design, 
that is: soil equivalent resistivity, rock-crash superficial 
resistivity, rock-crash superficial thickness, grid area, 
clearance time of fault current, ambient temperature and line 
equivalent grounding impedance; is conserved as cost 
variables associated to grounding grid: the conductor size, 
geometry, rod numbers and depth grid.   

   The variable cost is considered too the elements 
associated to complementary electrodes of transmission line, 
in consequence is consider variable all different configurations 
selected by designer.  

 The mathematical model is established for the optimum 
selection of grounding grid configuration, they are defined 
some Integer-binary decision variables Xi,j,k,g,f  that correspond 
to the decision of to build a grounding grid with geometry, 
conductor size, rod and depth certain. In this way, 
optimization problem consists on determining the grid 
characteristics for the condition of minimum investment cost 
fulfilling the required technical restrictions.    

In the mathematical model optimal selection of 
complementary electrodes is considered, they are defined 
some Integer-binary decision variables Yw that correspond to 
the decision of to build an electrode Zw in the last tower of the 
transmission line (make a parallel of the line equivalent 
impedance). In this way, optimization problem consists on 
determining, for each electrode, the geometry for the condition 
of minimum investment cost minimizing the equivalent 
impedance of the transmission line and with it minimizing too 
the fault current Dividing Factor Sf.    

In the figure 1 is presented the general diagram used for 
implement the proposed methodology. 

V.  MATHEMATICAL MODEL

General optimization model consists on cost function 
minimization of lineal nature with integers and binaries 
decision variables (values 0 or 1). 

 The problem may be stated as an optimization problem as 
an objective function representing the fixed costs 
correspondent to the investment in grounding grid and 
complementary electrodes: 
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Subject to the following constraints: 
1. - Alone can choose a grounding grid configuration 
Xi,j,k,g,f. and one or any complementary electrode Yw in 
function of touch voltage allowed.   
2. - Alone can choose a grounding grid configuration 
Xi,j,k,g,f. and one or any complementary electrode Yw in 
function of the allowed Step Voltage.   
3. – Touch Voltage calculated should not exceed the value 
Etouch

max established by the designer in function to the 
allowed Touch Voltage.   
4. - Step Voltage calculated should not exceed the value 
Etouch

max established by the designer in function to the 
allowed Touch Voltage.   

Fig.1. Methodological general diagram 

 The objective function consists on minimizing the 
installation costs associated to the grounding grid and 
complementary electrode, expressed by the following 
equation:   

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+ ∑∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

w
w

T

f g k j i
fgkji

T YCXCMin 2,,,,1
    (1) 

This equation represents the cost decision variables with 
cost coefficient. The subscript (i, j, k, g, and f) represents the 
design considerations to optimize (conductor size, geometry, 
depth and rods). Designers can use other parameters in design 
for considering but these variables should be of linear nature.  

     Subject to the following constraints: 

A.   Grounding grid and complementary electrodes selection 
in function with step voltage: 

∑∑∑∑∑ =−
f g k j i

wfgkjifgkji VpX 0,,,,,,,,,
                 (2) 

; With   w ≠ 0    
                                                                                            

B.  Grounding grid and complementary electrodes selection in 
function with touch voltage: 

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ =−
f g k j i

wfgkjifgkji VtX 0,,,,,,,,,
                  (3)    

                                                                            

; With   w ≠ 0     
Grounding grid and complementary electrodes selection is 

carried out by means fulfillment of allowed voltages, in such 
way that those configurations that no fulfillment with these 
restrictions are discarded.   

Then, the configurations that have not been discarded are 
selected in function of their associate costs using the branch 
and bound mixed-integer linear programming technique. 

C.  For each grounding grid configuration Xi,j,k,g,f. and 
complementary electrode Yq,w exist a step voltage 
associated): 

( ) wfgkjiw
f g k j i

fgkji
w

EpZEStep ,,,,,,,,, =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∑   (4)                    

Where: 
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For all w ≠ 0 and Zw = 1,  for w = 1 
Zw is calculated for establish the influence of 

complementary electrodes in grounding resistance that affect 
the step voltage.  

This consideration is necessary due to that multiples 
combination of grounding grid (to different depth, multiples 
rods, various conductors sizes and geometries) and electrodes 
complementary (different configuration of electrodes or 
electrodes system) origin multiples solutions for grounding 
resistance, in consequence step voltage calculated should be 
considered in each case and fulfill with the allowed step 
voltage.  

If any surpasses the allowed step voltage is not consider 
problem solution, in such way that the methodology discard all 
configurations (ground grid and/or complementary electrodes) 
that no fulfill with this constraint. 

D.  System constraint (maximum allowed Step voltage): 

0,,,,, ≤−∑∑∑∑∑∑ MAX
STEP

f g k j i
wfgkji

w

EEp       (6)                    

Constraints C and D establish the relationship between 
allowed step voltage and calculated step voltage, including the 
influence of complementary electrodes used or not on the last 
transmission tower. 

E.  For each grounding grid configuration Xi,j,k,g,f. and 
complementary electrode Yq,w exist a associated touch 
voltage): 

( ) wfgkjiw
f g k j i

fgkji
w

EtZEtouch ,,,,,,,,, =∑∑∑∑∑∑     (7)                    

Where: 

w
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for all w ≠ 0 and Zw = 1,  for w = 1 
Zw is calculated for establish the influence of 

complementary electrodes in grounding resistance that affect 
the touch voltage.  

This consideration is necessary due to that multiples 
combination of grounding grid and electrodes complementary 
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W
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origin multiples solutions for grounding resistance, in 
consequence touch voltage calculated should be considered in 
each case and fulfill with the allowed touch voltage.  

If any surpasses the step allowed is not consider problem 
solution, in a such way that the methodology discard all 
configurations (ground grid and/or complementary electrodes) 
that no fulfill with this restriction 

F.  System restriction (maximum allowed Step voltage): 

0,,,,, ≤−∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∑ MAX

f g k j i
wfgkji

w

EtouchEt      (9)   

Constraints E and F establish the relationship between the 
allowed touch voltage and the calculated step voltage, 
including the influence of complementary electrodes used or 
not on the last transmission tower. 

Once the geometries of grounding grid have been defined, 
proceeds to calculation of all necessary cost for its 
construction as conductors, accessories, excavation and filler 
volume as well as perforation length.   

Fig.2. Proposed methodology diagram outline for grounding grid design. 

These parameters are used for obtain the costs C1
T and C2

T

associated to the objective function in equation 1 as following: 

( ) ( )[ ] [ ] ( ) ( )[ ] gkkk
T jiijjifLjliC ψβαχ ++−−++⋅+⋅⋅+⋅Γ⋅+++= 12225.01111

  (9)     

w
TC λ=2

                                                                       (10)       

To solve the optimization problem before outlined a 
commercial computational package denominated LINDO is 
used (Linear Interactive and Discrete Optimizer) [10] [11]. 
This program throws the value of the minimized objective 
function as a result (the costs), as well as the decision variables 
that represent which it is complementary electrode system and 
grounding grid that should be selected to build the grounding 
system in way of fulfilling the system technical constraints 

(touch and step voltage). The diagram outlined for the 
proposed methodology is show in the figure 2.   

For the program (LINDO) can read the information, this 
should be in a predetermined format that is not more than an 
data arrangement following some rules preset by the program. 

VI.          TEST CASE 

The case study presented in this work was extracted of the 
reference [17].  The data are there exposed and can be asked 
to the authors, since by space limitations they were omitted. 
The dimension of the 115/13.8 kV substation is 36x40 m. 

Considerations of Optimization: 
They are considered variable three geometric 

configurations of the Grounding grid, two possible conductors 
size (4/0 AWG and 250 kCMIL), two different depths for the 
grounding grid (0.5 and 0.6 m) and three configurations of the 
complementary electrodes of the transmission line. The main 
objective is found an optimum or best solution (most minimum 
costs) of the grounding system for the substation. 

The associated cost of each possible grounding grid, the 
complementary electrodes, the touch and step voltages are 
calculated through an Excel program and can be asked to the 
authors.   

The possible configurations of the grounding grid are 
represented in the figure 3.   

. 
Fig.3. configurations of grounding grid to be considered 

The mathematical formulation of the problem in LINDO 
format is show in the Table I. 

This problem has 15 real variables that represent the costs 
in the objective function and 96 binary variables that represent 
the decision of the type of grid, the space among the 
conductor, and depth of installation, the type and size of 
conductor of the grounding grid. 

The optimization problem was solved with LINDO 
Program obtaining the results are show in the Table II.  

The solution of the presented problem throws us that the 
optimum design consists of a rectangle grid with 3 m 
separation conductors between itself and calibre 350 Kcmil, 
buried to 0.5 m of depth, with a configuration type rectangle 
installed in parallel to the transmission line.  The total cost of 
this grounding system is of 56117 $.  

The solution of the presented problem without the use of 
optimization techniques,  threw as a result a rectangle grid 
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with 2 m space between parallel conductors and calibre 4/0 
AWG, 0.5 m of depth.  This solution represents an investment 
cost of 67726 $. The savings obtained applying optimization 
technique is of 11609 $ that represents a 17%.     

VII.  CONCLUSION 

Engineering design of grounding grid in substations is an 
iterative process that is facilitated if design systems attended 
by computer are used, which allows us to detect the best 
technical-economic results In this work outlined and solved an 
optimization problem that allows the optimum selection of 
grounding grid arrangement including the installation 
considerations of transmission line complementary electrodes, 
for condition of minimum investment cost fulfilling the 
technical constraints of the system (Allowed Touch and Step 
Voltage). The outlined model is based on the calculations for 
the grounding grid design described in the standard IEEE-80-
2000 [1]. 

• Was developed a satisfactorily computational tool 
that:  

• Considers all possible combinations of grounding grid 
configurations (geometry). 

• Considers all the possible combinations of grounding 
grid depth 

• Considers all the possible combinations of conductor 
size for grounding grid.  

• Chooses the optimum complementary electrodes for 
transmission line and grounding grid to satisfy 
technical and economic requirements of the system in 
each application  

The application of the proposed methodology to the design 
of the grounding grid of the Esmeralda substation shows the 
effectiveness of the method with a very small computational 
time and a reduced cost of the project.   
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